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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVES The aim of this prospective multicenter study was to identify the optimal approach for simple and

fast fractional flow reserve (FFR) computation from radiographic coronary angiography, called quantitative flow ratio

(QFR).

BACKGROUND A novel, rapid computation of QFR pullbacks from 3-dimensional quantitative coronary angiography

was developed recently.

METHODS QFR was derived from 3 flow models with: 1) fixed empiric hyperemic flow velocity (fixed-flow QFR [fQFR]);

2) modeled hyperemic flow velocity derived from angiography without drug-induced hyperemia (contrast-flow QFR

[cQFR]); and 3) measured hyperemic flow velocity derived from angiography during adenosine-induced hyperemia

(adenosine-flow QFR [aQFR]). Pressure wire-derived FFR, measured during maximal hyperemia, served as the reference.

Separate independent core laboratories analyzed angiographic images and pressure tracings from 8 centers in 7

countries.

RESULTS The QFR and FFR from 84 vessels in 73 patients with intermediate coronary lesions were compared.

Mean angiographic percent diameter stenosis (DS%) was 46.1 � 8.9%; 27 vessels (32%) had FFR # 0.80. Good

agreement with FFR was observed for fQFR, cQFR, and aQFR, with mean differences of 0.003 � 0.068 (p ¼ 0.66),

0.001 � 0.059 (p ¼ 0.90), and �0.001 � 0.065 (p ¼ 0.90), respectively. The overall diagnostic accuracy for

identifying an FFR of #0.80 was 80% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 71% to 89%), 86% (95% CI: 78% to 93%),

and 87% (95% CI: 80% to 94%). The area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve was higher for cQFR

than fQFR (difference: 0.04; 95% CI: 0.01 to 0.08; p < 0.01), but did not differ significantly between cQFR and

aQFR (difference: 0.01; 95% CI: -0.04 to 0.06; p ¼ 0.65). Compared with DS%, both cQFR and aQFR increased the

area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve by 0.20 (p < 0.01) and 0.19 (p < 0.01). The positive likeli-

hood ratio was 4.8, 8.4, and 8.9 for fQFR, cQFR, and aQFR, with negative likelihood ratio of 0.4, 0.3, and 0.2,

respectively.

CONCLUSIONS The QFR computation improved the diagnostic accuracy of 3-dimensional quantitative coronary

angiography-based identification of stenosis significance. The favorable results of cQFR that does not require phar-

macologic hyperemia induction bears the potential of a wider adoption of FFR-based lesion assessment through a

reduction in procedure time, risk, and costs. (J Am Coll Cardiol Intv 2016;9:2024–35) © 2016 by the American College

of Cardiology Foundation.
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AB BR E V I A T I O N S

AND ACRONYM S

aQFR = adenosine-flow

quantitative flow ratio

AUC = area under the receiver-

operating characteristic curve

CI = confidence interval

cQFR = contrast-flow

quantitative flow ratio

DS% = percent diameter

stenosis

FFR = fractional flow reserve
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D iagnostic coronary angiography is the
established standard for identification of
coronary artery disease. However, angio-

graphic images frequently fail to describe the func-
tional significance of a stenosis, which can lead to
unnecessary revascularizations or deferral of neces-
sary interventions (1,2). Fractional flow reserve
(FFR) is a precise index that reveals the specific
ischemic potential of coronary obstructions.
Numerous studies have documented favorable clin-
ical outcomes for FFR-guided coronary interventions
in patients with stable coronary artery disease (3–7).
SEE PAGE 2036
fQFR = fixed-flow quantitative

flow ratio

HFV = hyperemic flow velocity

QCA = quantitative coronary

angiography

QFR = quantitative flow ratio
Despite the clear advantages, the clinical adoption
of FFR has been variable and slow (8). A survey re-
ported in 2014 showed that of 495 interventional
cardiologists evaluating the same 12 intermediate
stenoses, 27% would not apply FFR at all, despite the
fact that all cases met the European Society of Car-
diology Class I recommendations for FFR measure-
ment (9). A tool that allows calculating FFR without
the use of costly pressure wires and the administra-
tion of adenosine could increase the adoption of FFR.

With recent advances in computational sciences,
computational fluid dynamics has been applied to
noninvasive imaging modalities such as multislice
computed tomography for the computation of FFR,
showing good diagnostic performances (10,11). Inva-
sive quantitative coronary angiography (QCA)-based
computational FFR by various methods was also
reported with promising results (12–14). Despite
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promising initial results, FFR computation is
still to be improved to increase the feasibility
for use in routine clinical practice.

A novel approach enabling rapid computa-
tion of FFR pullbacks from 3-dimensional
quantitative coronary angiography (3D QCA)
was recently developed (15). The computa-
tional FFR, denoted as quantitative flow ratio
(QFR), can be obtained using 3 different flow
models: 1) a fixed empiric hyperemic flow
velocity (HFV), derived from previous FFR
studies (12) (fixed-flow QFR [fQFR]); 2)
modelled HFV derived from coronary angi-
ography without pharmacologically induced
hyperemia (contrast-flow QFR [cQFR]), that
is, the contrast flow was converted into the
virtual hyperemic flow based on data derived
from previous studies (12), and cQFR was

computed as if adenosine was actually used; and 3)
measured HFV derived from coronary angiography
during adenosine-induced maximum hyperemia
(adenosine-flow QFR [aQFR]). It is unknown which of
these computational models is most precise. There-
fore, we performed a prospective multicenter study to
compare the diagnostic performance of these QFR
computational models as compared with pressure
wire-derived FFR.

METHODS

STUDY DESIGN. The prospective, observational,
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Various Flow Reconstructions) pilot study investi-
gated offline computation of QFR as compared with
conventional pressure wire-based FFR as the stan-
dard reference. The study was conducted at 8 sites in
7 countries on 3 continents: Europe (Belgium, Italy
[n ¼ 2], the Netherlands, Germany), Asia (China,
Japan), and North America (the United States).
Participating centers are listed in Online Appendix I.
The study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki
for investigation in human beings. The study protocol
was approved by the institutional review boards of
the individual centers and—as appropriate—by local
and/or national medical ethical committees. All pa-
tients provided written informed consent before
study enrolment.

STUDY POPULATION. Patients $18 years of age with
stable angina pectoris and indication for invasive
coronary angiography and FFR assessment were
included if able to provide written informed consent.
Exclusion criteria were contraindications to adeno-
sine or adenosine triphosphate administration.
Angiographic inclusion criteria were: 1) $1 lesion with
30% to 80% diameter stenosis (DS%) by visual esti-
mation; and 2) FFR measurement deemed feasible by
the operator. Exclusion criteria were: 1) ostial left
main or ostial right coronary artery lesion; and 2)
prior coronary artery bypass grafting of the interro-
gated vessels.

STUDY PROCEDURE. Invasive coronary angiography
was performed according to best local practice. If FFR
measurementwas indicated, the stenosis was assessed
by pressure wire using the following strategies
(Figure 1): 1) pressure wire baseline distal coronary
pressure to aortic pressure ratio; then 2) FFR by intra-
venous adenosine/adenosine triphosphate infusion.
Two angiographic projections were acquired during
each measurement. Subsequent clinical decision
making was based on clinical guidelines, at the oper-
ator’s discretion, and was not study related. Detailed
study procedures are described in Online Appendix II.

COMPUTATION OF QFR. Computation of QFR was
performed offline, using a prototype software pack-
age (QAngio XA 3D prototype, Medis Medical Imaging
System, Leiden, the Netherlands). In the first step, 2
diagnostic angiographic projections, at least 25� apart,
were selected and 3D reconstruction of the interro-
gated vessel without its side branches was performed,
as previously described (16) and 3D QCA data were
readily available. Then, the software computed
within a minute the following 3 QFR pullbacks, based
on a recently published method (15). The QFR
computation was based on the underlying principles:
1) coronary pressure remains constant through
normal epicardial coronary arteries (17); 2) the
amount of pressure drop is determined by the ste-
nosis geometry and the flow moving through the
stenosis, described by the fluid dynamic equations
(18); 3) the stenosis geometry can be characterized by
the deviation of the diseased lumen sizing with
respect to the reference sizing, i.e., the healthy lumen
as if there was no stenosis, by 3D QCA (12); and 4)
Coronary flow velocity is preserved distally relative to
proximal flow velocity (19), and the mass flow rate in
the main coronary arteries decreases with the
tapering of the arteries due to the presence of side
branches. Hence, the mass flow rate at each location
along the interrogated vessel can be determined by
the mean flow velocity and the reference sizing from
3D QCA. Details of the computational methods are
described in Online Appendix II.

The following 3 QFR computations were per-
formed, based on the different mean hyperemic flow
velocities:

1. The fQFR pullback: a fixed empiric HFV of 0.35 m/s
that was derived from previous FFR studies (12)
was used for computation, and then a compari-
son with the pressure wire-based FFR was
performed.

2. The cQFR pullback: frame count analysis was per-
formed separately on the 2 diagnostic angiographic
projections without pharmacologically induced
hyperemia, and the modelled HFVs were derived
by which the software computed 2 new QFR pull-
backs. The analyst chose the QFR pullback based
on best image quality (most well-defined contrast-
flow) in the frame count analysis as the cQFR
pullback to compare with the pressure wire-based
FFR.

The following quadratic function was applied
to quantify the relation between the baseline
flow velocity with injection of contrast medium
(contrast-flow velocity, CFV) and the HFV:

HFV ¼ a0þ a1$CFVþ a2$CFV2

Where a0, a1, and a2 are parameters that charac-
terize the best fitting curve that minimized the
mean distance from all sample points in the training
datasets to the fitting curve. The datasets from a
previous study (12) were used as the training data-
sets and the optimal values were obtained at a0 ¼
0.10; a1 ¼ 1.55 and a2 ¼ -0.93, with an R2 of 0.34.

3. The aQFR pullback: frame count analysis was per-
formed separately on the 2 angiographic pro-
jections that were acquired during hyperemia,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcin.2016.07.013
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcin.2016.07.013
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcin.2016.07.013


FIGURE 1 Schematic Presentation of Study Procedures Showing the 2 Main Acquisition Steps

First, the assessment of nonhyperemia distal coronary pressure to aortic pressure ratio and the corresponding angiographic runs for

computation of fQFR and cQFR. Second, assessment of FFR and acquisition of angiographic runs during intravenous adenosine infusion

for computation of aQFR. aQFR ¼ adenosine-flow QFR; cQFR ¼ contrast-flow QFR; FFR ¼ fractional flow reserve; fQFR ¼ fixed-flow QFR;

QFR ¼ quantitative flow ratio.
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induced by intravenous administration of adeno-
sine or adenosine triphosphate. The “real” HFVs
were derived and the software calculated 2 new
QFR pullbacks. The analyst chose the QFR pullback
based on best image quality in the frame count
analysis as the aQFR pullback to compare with the
pressure wire-based FFR.

The QFR value at the position that matched the
location of the pressure transducer on the pressure
wire was used for comparison with the FFR value
measured by the pressure wire.

Of note, the flow velocity was derived by dividing
the arterial segment length from 3D QCA and the cor-
responding dye flow time from frame count analysis.
The software allowed for selection of a subsegment
of the reconstructed artery with good visualization
of the dye flow for calculation of flow velocity.

DATA MANAGEMENT AND ANALYSIS. Source data
were collected on-line using dedicated worksheets.
Detailed case report forms were completed with
supplemental data for each patient. The source data
were maintained by each participating center. Study
angiograms and FFR traces were anonymized and
submitted to 2 separate, independent, dedicated core
laboratories: ClinFact (Leiden, the Netherlands) and
Interventional Coronary Imaging Core Laboratory
(Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus, Denmark).
Study personnel responsible for QFR computation
were not present in the catheter laboratory during the
procedure and were blinded to the results of the
pressure wire-based FFR analysis and vice versa.

THE REFERENCE STANDARD OF FUNCTIONAL

SIGNIFICANCE. Pressure wire-derived FFR measured
during maximal stable hyperemia, induced by intra-
venous adenosine/adenosine triphosphate infusion
(core laboratory reading), is used as the reference
standard from which the diagnostic accuracy of QFR
was derived.

STATISTICS. Descriptive statistics are reported as
mean � SD, median (interquartile range [IQR]), or
frequencies (%), as appropriate. Data were analyzed
on a per-patient basis for clinical characteristics and
on a per-vessel basis for the remaining calculations.
Normal distribution was tested with the Shapiro-Wilk
test. Correlation between QFR and FFR was deter-
mined by Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). Pair-
wise comparisons were made with Student t test or
Mann-Whitney U tests, as appropriate. Sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value, negative pre-
dictive value, positive likelihood ratio, negative like-
lihood ratio, and diagnostic accuracy were defined
from the calculated receiver operator characteristic
curves. The 95% confidence interval (CI) was added, as
appropriate. Receiver operator characteristic curves
were compared using the DeLong method. Analysis of
receiver operator characteristic curves was performed
by MedCalc version 13.0 (Mariakerke, Belgium). Other
statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS
version 22.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois). A 2-sided p
value of <0.05 was considered significant. The area
under the receiver-operating characteristic curve
(AUC) and standard error were determined for the
individual study centers. Heterogeneity between the
study centers was assessed using the I2 statistic (20);
we assumed heterogeneity when the degree of
inconsistency (using I2 statistics) was >50% with an
associated p value of <0.05.



FIGURE 2 Study Flow Chart

*Pressure wire-based FFR traces were missing for the cases that were not analyzed by the

ICA/FFR core laboratories. ICA ¼ invasive coronary angiography; other abbreviation as in

Figure 1.
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RESULTS

BASELINE CLINICAL AND LESION CHARACTERISTICS.

A total of 88 patients with intermediate coronary
stenoses were included from December 17, 2014, to
September 29, 2015 (enrollment at different sites was
not simultaneous based on different regulatory
approval timelines). Fifteen patients (16 vessels) were
excluded due to pre-defined criteria (Figure 2 pro-
vides reasons for their exclusion). This resulted in 84
vessels (1 left main stem, 46 left anterior descending
arteries, 1 diagonal branch, 12 left circumflex arteries,
TABLE 1 Baseline Patient Characteristics (n ¼ 73)

Age, yrs 65.8 � 8.9

Male 61 (83.5)

Body mass index, kg/m2 26.3 � 6.3

Hypertension 32 (43.8)

Diabetes mellitus 17 (27.4)*

Cardiovascular history

Prior myocardial infarction 23 (31.5)

Prior PCI 28 (38.4)

Prior CABG 2 (2.7)

Values are mean � SD or n (%). *Data missing in 11 patients.

CABG ¼ coronary artery bypass surgery; IQR ¼ interquartile range;
PCI ¼ percutaneous coronary intervention.
5 obtuse marginal branches, and 19 right coronary
arteries) from 73 patients that were included in the
current analysis. The clinical characteristics of these
patients are listed in Table 1, and Table 2 shows the
lesion characteristics. The interrogated vessels had a
minimum lumen diameter of 1.52 � 0.36 mm, a DS%
of 46.1 � 8.9%, a percent area stenosis of 64.5 �
10.9%, and a pressure-derived FFR of 0.84 � 0.08
(median 0.85; IQR: 0.77 to 0.89). An FFR of #0.80 was
measured in 27 vessels (32.1%).

CORRELATION AND AGREEMENT BETWEEN QFR

AND FFR. The mean pressure at the tip of the guiding
catheter was 95 � 14 mm Hg during coronary angi-
ography without hyperemia and 88 � 18 mm Hg
during maximum pharmacologically induced hyper-
emia. The mean measured flow velocity was 0.20m/s
(median 0.19 m/s; IQR: 0.15 to 0.24 m/s; range 0.09 to
0.55 m/s) after injection of contrast medium before
induced hyperemia and the corresponding cQFR was
0.84 (median 0.85; IQR: 0.79 to 0.90). The mean flow
velocity increased to 0.37 m/s (median 0.37 m/s; IQR:
0.28 to 0.43 m/s; range 0.17 to 0.78 m/s) during
maximum hyperemia and the corresponding aQFR
was 0.84 (median 0.84; IQR: 0.79 to 0.91). Repre-
sentative examples of computation of QFR using
different flow models are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Good correlations with standard FFR were observed
for fQFR, cQFR, and aQFR (r ¼ 0.69 [p < 0.001]; r ¼
0.77 [p < 0.001]; r ¼ 0.72 [p < 0.001], respectively)
(Figure 5). There was also good agreement between
measured FFR and QFR computed by these 3 flow
models (mean differences: 0.003 � 0.068 [p ¼ 0.66];
0.001 � 0.059 [p ¼ 0.90]; and -0.001 � 0.065
[p ¼ 0.89], respectively).

ACCURACY OF QFR FOR DIAGNOSIS OF FUNCTIONALLY

SIGNIFICANT STENOSES. Using a cutoff value of #0.80
for QFR, a higher AUC in per-vessel analysis was
observed for fQFR (0.88; 95% CI: 0.79 to 0.94), cQFR
(0.92; 95% CI: 0.85 to 0.97), and aQFR (0.91; 95% CI:
0.83 to 0.96), compared with a cutoff value of >50%
for DS% by 3D QCA (0.72; 95% CI: 0.62 to 0.82)
(Figure 6). The increase in AUC was 0.16 (95% CI: 0.05
to 0.26; p < 0.01), 0.20 (95% CI: 0.10 to 0.30; p < 0.01),
and 0.19 (95% CI: 0.08 to 0.30; p < 0.01), for fQFR,
cQFR, and aQFR, respectively. The AUC was signifi-
cantly higher for cQFR compared with fQFR (differ-
ence: 0.04; 95% CI: 0.01 to 0.08; p < 0.01), while there
was no difference in AUC for cQFR and aQFR (differ-
ence: 0.01; 95% CI: -0.04 to 0.06; p ¼ 0.65). The
overall diagnostic accuracy for identifying an FFR
of #0.80 in per-vessel analysis was numerically
the highest by aQFR (87%; 95% CI: 80% to 94%),
followed by cQFR (86%; 95% CI: 78% to 93%) and



TABLE 2 Baseline Vessel and Procedural Characteristics (n ¼ 84)

Lesion location

Left main stem 1 (1.2)

Left anterior descending artery 46 (54.8)

Diagonal branch 1 (1.2)

Left circumflex artery 12 (14.3)

Obtuse marginal branch 5 (6.0)

Right coronary artery 19 (22.6)

Fractional flow reserve

Mean � SD 0.84 � 0.08

Median [IQR] 0.85 [0.77–0.89]

Minimum lumen area, mm2 1.94 [1.41–2.62]

Percent area stenosis, % 64.5 � 4.5

Reference diameter, mm 2.84 [2.57–3.06]

Diffuse or serial lesions 30 (35.7)

Values are n (%), mean � SD, or median [IQR].
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fQFR (80%; 95% CI: 71% to 89%). Computation of QFR
by diagnostic angiography without induced hyper-
emia (i.e., cQFR) substantially improved the diag-
nostic performance of coronary angiography, with a
sensitivity of 74%, specificity of 91%, positive pre-
dictive value of 80%, negative predictive value of
88%, positive likelihood ratio of 8.4, and negative
likelihood ratio of 0.3 (Table 3). Of note, when cQFR
was >0.90 or #0.70, all stenoses were classified
correctly as compared with standard pressure wire-
derived FFR with the cutoff value of 0.80. When
cQFR was >0.85 or #0.75, 50 out of 54 stenoses were
correctly classified, as compared with the standard
FFR measurement.

FEASIBILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF QFR.

The I2 for the fQFR, cQFR, and aQFR was 0.00, indi-
cating that the between-center variance component is
small enough to be ignored. Sufficient quality for
applying frame count in both angiographic pro-
jections was achieved in 79 vessels (94%) in the cQFR
computation; in 5 vessels (6%) due to poor visuali-
zation of dye flow, frame count analysis was per-
formed in 1 projection only. No statistically
significant difference between cQFR computations
based on frame count analysis on the 2 angiographic
projections was found (difference: 0.003 � 0.030;
p ¼ 0.31). In 73 vessels (87%), the angiographic quality
during maximum hyperemia was sufficient for the
computation of aQFR based on both angiographic
projections, whereas in 11 vessels (13%) the frame
count analysis could only be performed in 1 angio-
graphic projection. No statistically significant differ-
ence between aQFR computations based on frame
count analysis on the 2 hyperemic angiographic
projections was found (difference: 0.005 � 0.026;
p ¼ 0.12).
DISCUSSION

We have developed a novel approach that allows
rapid computation of FFR during diagnostic coronary
angiography. In the study population of 73 patients
with intermediate coronary lesions in 84 vessels, the
QFR showed good agreement with the pressure wire-
determined standard FFR measurements. The agree-
ment was particularly favorable with QFR derived
from contrast-flow (cQFR) and adenosine-flow
models (aQFR), which both incorporated patient-
specific flow by frame count analysis. Positive and
negative likelihood ratios were of diagnostic value for
use in the individual patient with cQFR and aQFR,
although the positive likelihood ratio was of insuffi-
cient diagnostic value to be clinically useful with
fQFR and a DS% of $50% (21).

In this study, the vessel-based diagnostic accuracy
for determining the functional significance of an in-
termediate stenosis (i.e., FFR # 0.80) was only 65%, if
based on a single 3D QCA anatomic parameter of
diameter stenosis of $50%. This is in line with a
recent study with online QCA, including 4,086
consecutive coronary stenoses with FFR measure-
ments (22), and 2 studies with 3D QCA that showed
similar results for the diagnostic accuracy of inter-
mediate coronary lesions, regardless of the presence
of bifurcation lesions (2,12). This implies that our
study population reflects patients who are examined
with FFR in routine clinical practice, where FFR is
mostly used to evaluate intermediate coronary le-
sions. Notably, the inclusion of severely stenotic or
only mildly obstructed vessel segments would have
resulted in higher accuracy of DS% and QFR, albeit
not representative of clinical practice. We found that
applying QFR computation on top of 3D QCA on such
a patient population significantly improved the
diagnostic accuracy in identifying functionally sig-
nificant coronary lesions. The diagnostic accuracy of
all 3 QFR approaches for predicting an FFR of #0.80
was relatively high, ranging from 80% for QFR by the
fixed-flow model (fQFR), to 86% and 87% for QFR
derived from contrast-flow (cQFR) and adenosine-
flow based (aQFR) models. Even use of the most
straightforward model, which uses a fixed flow ve-
locity for QFR computation, increased the AUC by
0.16. Of note, no additional user interaction is
required to derive QFR from the fixed-flow model and
the QFR computation is immediately available after
the 3D QCA analysis. Nevertheless, the diagnostic
accuracy of this simplified QFR computation is sub-
optimal. A positive likelihood ratio of 4.8 for fQFR
implies that this approach is not of sufficient diag-
nostic value to be clinically useful (21).



FIGURE 3 Computation of QFR by Coronary Angiography on LAD With Physiologically Nonsignificant Stenoses

(A, B) Coronary angiography shows LAD with serial stenoses. The FFR measured by pressure wire at * was 0.81. (C) The computed fixed-flow

QFR at * was 0.83. (D) The computed contrast-flow QFR was 0.82, and the mean flow velocity calculated on angiographic runs acquired

without maximum hyperemia was 0.21 m/s. The modelled hyperemic flow velocity was 0.39 m/s. (E) The computed adenosine-flow QFR at

* was 0.82, and the hyperemic flow velocity calculated on angiographic runs acquired during maximum hyperemia was 0.39 m/s. LAD ¼ left

descending artery; other abbreviations as in Figure 1.
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In contrast, the transport time of the contrast me-
dium can be used for a patient-specific estimation of
coronary flow, which might improve FFR computa-
tion, as previously shown (12). Still, the user inter-
action required to identify the frames that correspond
with the time for transporting the contrast medium
through the interrogated vessel might introduce
some bias and interobserver variation. Our study
shows that the QFR computation based on a patient-
specific contrast-flow model, derived from coronary
angiography without pharmacologic hyperemia in-
duction, improved the diagnostic accuracy as
compared with the fixed-flow approach. However,
QFR based on adenosine-induced hyperemia unex-
pectedly did not further improve the FFR estimation,
compared with the contrast-flow–based model.

Several reasons might explain this observation.
First, prior intracoronary injections of contrast
medium induce submaximal hyperemia (23,24),
which might have improved the correlation of QFR
based on the contrast-flow and the adenosine-based
hyperemic flow model. Leone et al. (24) observed a
strong correlation between the contrast medium
induced distal coronary pressure to aortic pressure
ratio with respect to the FFR, indicating that the
hyperemic flow can be modelled quite well by
the contrast-flow. In our study, we systematically
injected contrast medium with a forceful hand in-
jection and followed a pre-defined protocol for inva-
sive coronary angiography as specified in Online
Appendix II, potentially improving the correlation
between contrast-flow velocity and HFV. Hyperemia
can also result from flow increases that follow
replacement of blood by contrast (reactive hyper-
emia). Contrast injection can actually be used to
measure FFR and results in submaximal hyperemia,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcin.2016.07.013
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcin.2016.07.013


FIGURE 4 Computation of QFR by Coronary Angiography on RCA With Physiologically Significant Stenoses

(A, B) Coronary angiography shows RCA with serial stenoses. The FFR measured by pressure wire at * was 0.74. (C) The computed fixed-flow

QFR at * was 0.75. (D) The computed contrast-flow QFR was 0.76, and the mean flow velocity calculated on angiographic runs acquired

without maximum hyperemia was 0.17 m/s. The modelled hyperemic flow velocity was 0.34 m/s. (E) The computed adenosine-flow QFR at

* was 0.75, and the hyperemic flow velocity calculated on angiographic runs acquired during maximum hyperemia was 0.37 m/s. RCA ¼ right

coronary artery; other abbreviations as in Figure 1.
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at 80% of adenosine flow on average (22). Of note,
good correlation and agreement between cQFR and
aQFR was observed (Online Appendix III). Second,
the phase of the cardiac circle (i.e., systole versus
diastole), during which the main passage of dye
through the coronary vessel occurs, may affect coro-
nary flow velocity. This is particularly relevant, if
coronary flow velocity is very rapid, as for instance
during pharmacologically induced maximum hyper-
emia (flow velocity is then almost doubled). In other
words, if contrast medium passes through epicardial
coronary vessels predominantly during systole, this
may lead to an underestimation of mean flow veloc-
ity. The opposite may be true for predominantly
diastolic passages of dye. Third, the use of adenosine
for the induction of hyperemia increases both heart-
beat and flow rate, which leads to a deterioration in
angiographic image quality. In the current study,
image quality was indeed more often inadequate for
frame count analysis on both angiographic pro-
jections in the setting of QFR computation based on
the adenosine-flow model than with the contrast-flow
model (13% vs. 6%).

Compared with existing FFR computational
methods based on computational fluid dynamics
(12–14,25), our novel QFR computation approach is
simple and very fast, which might greatly facilitate its
potential integration in future routine clinical prac-
tice. A factor that contributes especially to the
simplicity of the current approach is the fact that the
reference diameter function from 3D QCA is used to
compensate for the decrease in mass flow rate in the
main vessel as side branches are taking off. In other
words, our approach assumes that mean flow velocity
will remain constant when crossing bifurcations,
whereas the mass flow rate will decrease as side
branches are taking off, which is reflected in tapering
of the reference diameter function by 3D QCA. This

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcin.2016.07.013


FIGURE 5 Correlation and Agreement Between FFR and QFR by the 3 Different Flow Models

Good correlations (left) and agreements (right) were observed for all QFR computations with respect to conventional pressure wire-derived

FFR. Abbreviations as in Figure 1.
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assumption allows a more accurate computation
of pressure decrease by assessing only the main
vessel of interest (without reconstructing its side
branches). In contrast, other conventional compu-
tational fluid dynamics approaches need to follow
the principles of conservation of mass and mo-
mentum; therefore, neglecting side branches in
angiographic reconstruction would lead to a sub-
stantial overestimation of coronary blood flow and
pressure decrease in the vessel of interest (26).
Despite the simplicity of the proposed QFR compu-
tational approach, we acknowledge that the use of
reference diameter based on automatic contour
detection may require extra user interaction when
assessing diffuse coronary disease. However, a
standard operation procedure that has been applied
for QCA analysis (25) can be used to optimize the
workflow. The QCA standard operation procedure



FIGURE 6 Comparison of Receiver Operating Curves for the Discrimination of Functionally Significant Stenoses

(A) Per patient. (B) Per vessel. The AUC was significantly higher for fQFR, cQFR, and aQFR, as compared with the anatomic parameter DS%.

AUC ¼ areas under the receiver-operator characteristics curve; DS% ¼ percent diameter stenosis; other abbreviations as in Figure 1.
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requires the user to “flag” out the diseased sub-
segments in the calculation of reference diameter
function. This is particularly relevant in the case of
diffuse disease, so that a reasonable estimation of
the normal size of the vessel is obtained. Our vali-
dation studies (27) demonstrated the validity of this
standard process, and the resulting low variability
outcomes. In addition, the assumption of constant
TABLE 3 Diagnostic Performance of QFR

fQFR #0.8 cQFR #0.

Per patient

Accuracy 78 (68-88) 85 (77-93)

Sensitivity 67 (46-84) 74 (54-89

Specificity 85 (71-94) 91 (79-98

PPV 72 (51-88) 83 (63-95)

NPV 81 (67-91) 86 (73-94)

(þ)LR 4.4 (2.1-9.1) 8.5 (3.3-22

(-)LR 0.4 (0.2-0.7) 0.3 (0.1-0.5

AUC 0.87 (0.77-0.94) 0.92 (0.84-0

Per vessel

Accuracy 80 (71-89) 86 (78-93)

Sensitivity 67 (46-84) 74 (54-89

Specificity 86 (74-94) 91 (81-97)

PPV 69 (48-86) 80 (59-93)

NPV 85 (73-93) 88 (77-95)

(þ)LR 4.8 (2.4-9.5) 8.4 (3.6-20

(-)LR 0.4 (0.2-0.7) 0.3 (0.1-0.5

AUC 0.88 (0.79-0.94) 0.92 (0.85-0

Values are n (95% CI) for (þ)LR and (-)LR, and n% (95% CI) for all other parameters.

AUC ¼ area under the curve; aQFR ¼ adenosine-flow QFR; cQFR ¼ contrast-flow QFR;
ratio; (-)LR ¼ negative likelihood ratio; NPV ¼ negative predictive value; PPV ¼ positive
flow velocity might not be accurate in situations
where flow distribution at coronary bifurcations has
been altered, due to the presence of severe epicar-
dial stenoses or regional microcirculatory dys-
function. This factor should impact less on the
computation of cQFR than aQFR, because resting
flow will be restricted only by very tight epicardial
stenoses (28).
8 aQFR #0.8 %DS $50%

85 (77-93) 63 (52-74)

) 78 (58-91) 48 (29-68)

) 89 (76-96) 76 (61-87)

80 (64-91) 54 (33-74)

88 (71-97) 71 (57-83)

.3) 7.2 (3.1-16.8) 2.0 (1.1-3.8)

) 0.3 (0.1-0.5) 0.7 (0.5-1.0)

.97) 0.90 (0.81-0.96) 0.72 (0.60-0.82)

87 (80-94) 65 (55-76)

) 78 (58-91) 44 (26-65)

91 (81-97) 79 (66-89)

81 (61-93) 50 (29-71)

90 (79-96) 75 (62-85)

.1) 8.9 (3.7-21.0) 2.1 (1.1-4.1)

) 0.2 (0.1-0.5) 0.7 (0.5-1.0)

.97) 0.91 (0.83-0.96) 0.72 (0.62-0.82)

DS% ¼ percent diameter stenosis; fQFR ¼ fixed-flow QFR; (þ)LR ¼ positive likelihood
predictive value; QFR ¼ quantitative flow ratio.



PERSPECTIVES

WHAT IS KNOWN? FFR computation from coronary

angiography by computational fluid dynamics offers a

significant advantage over the 3D QCA-derived

anatomic parameter of 50% diameter stenosis in

identifying functionally significant coronary stenosis.

WHAT IS NEW? A novel and simplified approach

for rapid computation of FFR, named QFR, was

developed. QFR derived from coronary flow with

versus without pharmacologically induced maximum

hyperemia were both similarly useful to assess

stenosis significance.

WHAT IS NEXT? These findings suggest that large-

size outcome studies with use of QFR for clinical

decision making are warranted.
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POTENTIAL CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF QFR.

We have demonstrated that a simple and fast
computational method to derive QFR from coronary
angiography without inducing pharmacologic hyper-
emia was feasible and accurate in determining func-
tional lesion significance. This approach bears the
potential of a wider adoption of FFR-based lesion
assessment, especially in cost-constrained health
care systems (where the cost of the pressure wire may
be prohibitive) and in cardiac catheterization labora-
tories that do not offer pressure wire-based func-
tional measurements. Similar to FFR calculated from
computed tomography (10,11,29), our approach has
the potential to enrich the information content of
diagnostic angiography by adding functional param-
eters to anatomic stenosis evaluation. As such, QFR
has the potential to improve diagnostic precision
during invasive coronary angiography. Enhanced by
accurate 3D QCA data, QFR can be used to identify
culprit lesions and appropriate targets for revascu-
larization, as well as evaluating the functional results
of coronary stenting. Moreover, the computation of
QFR provides both flow and pressure data, and the
combination of pressure gradient and flow data.

STUDY LIMITATIONS. This study is a pilot study that
compared 3 flow models. The protocol required
different procedural steps, including repeated mea-
surements for validation purposes. Given the need for
repeat angiographic imaging and rewiring of target
lesions, patients with severe comorbidities were not
suitable candidates for inclusion and we could not
investigate consecutive series of patients. The sample
size is limited and we realize that an additional step is
required before this method can be widely adopted,
namely, a prospective comparison of core laboratory
reference values with QFR obtained online in the
catheterization laboratory when applied by medical
and technical staff. In addition, data on clinical
outcome should be obtained to assess the value of
integrating this new method for the assessment of
functional lesion significance into routine clinical
practice. Although the current study did not show a
difference in the diagnostic accuracy between cQFR
and aQFR, this finding should be interpreted with
caution. We cannot exclude completely that stan-
dardization and further optimization of contrast in-
jection techniques might improve the diagnostic
accuracy of cQFR and aQFR, resulting in a significant
difference in accuracy between QFR computations
with and without pharmacologically induced
hyperemia.

In this study, only single-vessel analysis was
applied. Thus, the anatomic severity of bifurcation
lesions might be overestimated or underestimated,
resulting in less accurate computation of pressure
drop across the bifurcation. Dedicated bifurcation
models (2) might improve the accuracy of QFR
computation for bifurcation lesions, along with
refined QCA assessment of bifurcation stenoses.

CONCLUSIONS

QFR computation improved the diagnostic accuracy
of 3D QCA-based identification of stenosis signifi-
cance. The favorable results of cQFR, which does not
require pharmacologic hyperemia induction, but
showed results similar to aQFR, bears the potential of
a wide adoption of FFR-based lesion assessment
through a reduction in procedure time, risk, and costs.
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